
1 PETER (Student Edition) 
Part One: The Salvation of the Believer (1:1--2:12) 
I. Salutation  1:1-2  
II. Salvation of the Believer  1:3-12  
    A. Hope for the Future   1:3-4  
    B. Trials for the Present  1:5-9  
    C. Anticipation in the Past  1:10-12  
III. Sanctification of the Believer  1:13--2:12  
    A. "Be Holy"  1:13-21  
    B. "Love One Another"  1:22-25  
    C. "Desire the Pure Milk of the Word"  2:1-3  
    D. "Offer Up Spiritual Sacrifices"  2:4-10  
    E. "Abstain from Fleshly Lusts"  2:11-12  
 
Part Two: The Submission of the Believer (2:13--3:12) 
I. Submission to the Government  2:13-17  
II. Submission in Business  2:18-25  
III. Submission in Marriage  3:1-8  
IV. Submission in All of Life  3:9-12  
 
Part Three: The Suffering of the Believer (3:13--5:14) 
I. Conduct in Suffering  3:3-17  
II. Christ's Example of Suffering  3:18--4:6  
III. Commands in Suffering  4:7-19  
IV. Minister in Suffering  5:1-9  
    A. Elders, Shepherd the Flock  5:1-4  
    B. Saints, Humble Yourselves  5:5-9  
V. Benediction   5:10-14  
 
AUTHOR- 
This book bears the name of "Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ" (1 Peter 
1:1).  His frequent references to _______________ show us that the profile 
of the Suffering Servant was etched deeply upon his memory. He calls 
_____ his "son" (5:13), recalling his affection for the young man and family 
mentioned in Acts 12:12. These facts lead naturally to the assumption that 
the apostle Peter wrote this letter.   
There are some objections to this, however, mostly from the fact that the 
epistle echoes some of Paul's teachings, and that the ___________ of the 
Greek seems too refined for a Galilean fisherman.  These objections are 
easily overcome, though, by recognizing the role that _________ (5:12) 
played in composing the epistle.  As a former associate of the apostle 
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Paul, and as one who doubtlessly came to the Greek language as a native, 
Silvanus may have played an important role in bringing this epistle to 
completion. We might say of 1 Peter that the ideas came from Peter, but 
the design from Silvanus.   
 
WHEN THE BOOK WAS WRITTEN- 
Ancient tradition suggests that Peter was martyred in Rome in conjunction 
with Nero’s severe persecution of Christians after the burning of Rome in 
________. This letter was likely written toward the end of Peter’s life, but 
while he could still say, “Honor the king” (2:17). The early _______ are a 
good estimate for the composition of 1 Peter. 
 
 
ABOUT THE BOOK- 
First Peter is addressed to Christians living in "Pontus, Galatia, 
Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia" (1:1) - places in the northern and western 
parts of Asia Minor (modern Turkey). The readers appear to have been 
__________ (1:14, 18; 2:10; 4:3), although they probably had not been 
evangelized by Peter himself (1:12). The letter was obviously written to 
believers undergoing _____________________, to give them courage in 
the face of their adversities (5:10). 
A practical note dominates the epistle rather than the doctrinal. 
Following a greeting (1:1-2), 1 Peter begins on a ____________, praising 
God for the blessings of a "living hope" which He has reserved for 
believers (1:3-12). This Doxology of praise sets a triumphant tone for the 
remainder of the letter, which can be divided into three parts: blessings, 
duties, and trials. Because of the "inheritance incorruptible and 
undefiled...reserved in heaven for you" (1:4), Peter calls on his readers to 
live a life ___________________, reminding them that they are a "holy 
nation, His own special people" (2:9). 
The second part consists of guidance for __________. The Christian's life-
style ought to be a testimony to non-believers (2:11-17); slaves ought to 
obey their masters-________________-bearing their humiliation as Christ 
bore His (2:18-25); the _____________ of a Christian wife has great effect 
on a non-Christian husband (3:1-6); Christian husbands are to treat their 
wives as _________ of the __________ (3:7). In all things, let a _______ 
___________ bring shame on whoever would show opposition (3:8-22). 
The third and final part of 1 Peter addresses the question of trials. In light 
of the nearness of the end, Christians must be "good stewards of the 
manifold grace of God" (4:1-11). They can rejoice in sharing Christ's 
sufferings because of the __________________ (4:12-19). In their pastoral 
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duties, church elders are to follow the example of Jesus, who perfects, 
establishes, and strengthens the flock (5:1-11). The epistle closes with 
mention of Silvanus, the secretary who wrote the letter, and with greetings 
from "Babylon" (5:12-14), which many believe to be Rome. 
 
BASIC THEMES IN THE BOOK- 
One who sensed the _________________ of God’s purpose for the world 
wrote first Peter. The triumph of the future depends in no way on what we 
have done but on the ____________ of Jesus Christ. Because God has 
raised Jesus from the dead, God is deserving of praise. 
The keynote of the book is ___________________. About seven words of 
suffering occur in it. The sufferings of Christ are used as an example (1:11; 
2:21; 4:1-2; 5:1). Suffering is to be looked for (4:12); it represents the will of 
God (4:19); it is to be borne patiently (2:23; 3:9); with rejoicing (4:13); 
others were suffering (5:9); ___________________ (1:6-7; 2:19-20; 4:14). 
Our hope in Jesus, who awaits us in heaven, should be unshakable 
according to this epistle. Because Christ has been raised from the dead 
the believer can gain courage in present adversity by looking to the 
example of Christ in His suffering. We have a "___________” for the future 
even in the midst of trials because of Christ's resurrection. 
If 1 Peter is an epistle of hope, the accent falls not on wishful thinking, but 
on present help. No biblical writer shows the connection between faith and 
conduct in a clearer manner than does Peter. For Peter, practice is not 
simply the most important thing; it is ____________. 
Peter's stress on behavior, however, is not an appeal to some vague 
sense of "moral goodness" in people. The conduct Peter describes is the 
result of a life reclaimed by the perfect power of Jesus Christ. Christ has 
redeemed believers (1:18-19); Christ upholds and guides them (1:8; 2:25); 
and Christ will reward them (5:4). Christ is both the model and goal of the 
redeemed life. Consequently, believers may move forward on the pilgrim 
way, confident that the end will rise up to meet them with _____________ 
(2:11; 4:13-14). 
Jesus said, "Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness' 
sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven" (Matt 5:10). There is no better 
commentary on this Beatitude than the Epistle of 1 Peter. Here is no pale, 
tight-lipped religion. Rather, "________________" cultivates an abiding joy 
even in the trials of the present. Here, too, Jesus is our sole help and our 
sure Lord, "who for the joy that was set before Him endured the cross". 
One other major theme I would like to bring up is the theme of submission. 
The full release of power and joy in kingdom living comes through 
the pathway of submission. First Peter mentions this theme frequently 
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(2:13, 25; 3:1, 7; 5:5), finally focusing on the central issue: ___________ 
___ (5:6). True submission is best explained by examining the Greek word, 
“__________”. This word means proper “arrangement” or “order,” as with a 
military group strategically deployed for battle. In other words, God’s divine 
order is not designed ____________ through hierarchy but ___________ 
through our acknowledgment of and response to His arrangement of 
things. Submission is also best understood as something that is ________ 
__________, not ____________________. Subjugation (the reduction of a 
person or group though domination) and submission (the acknowledgment 
and acceptance of proper order) are two entirely different things. 
The call to kingdom dominion is a call to learn a life of submission to _____ 
_____, order, and ways. Peter notes arenas of submission that rightly 
responded to _____________ in the believer’s life because kingdom order 
is appropriately _____________. There are at least four of these: 
1. ____________________________ (2:13–14). Even if one experiences 
suffering (4:12–14), “submission” is the ultimate instrument _________. 
This runs against every human inclination, and it seems passive, if not 
cowardly. But this was Jesus’ way, and clearly He won in the end (Phil. 
2:6–11). 
2. ____________________________________ (3:1–7). The “likewise” in 
verse 7 indicates that the measure of submission (each acknowledging his 
or her proper role) summoned from the wife is expected of the husband as 
well (see Eph. 5:22–33). 
3. _________________________________ (2:13). Peter seems almost 
_____________ to the possibility of exploitation of believing slaves by their 
owners. Ephesians 6:9 shows a matching duty to be accepted by believing 
masters. The essence of this is to believe that any degree of evil is 
conquerable through _______ in God’s ultimate justice, rather than through 
anger, retaliation, or rebellion (4:18). 
4. _______________________ (5:5). This incorporates (a) ____________ 
of your spiritual leaders (1 Cor. 16:13–16); (b) their demonstration of godly, 
____________________ care for souls in their charge (5:1–4); and, (c) a 
commitment to loving care and ___________ among all believers (3:8–12; 
4:7–11). 
None of the above issues are viable without the foundational issue of 
submission to God (5:6–11) being settled. The spirit of submission will 
characterize our obedience when we are convinced that God will honor 
such submission with the reward of fulfillment and _____________ in life. 
God has not called us to a “blind” submission, but to a faith that “sees” 
___________________, to His kingdom’s ultimate triumph. 
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A POSSIBLE KEY WORD- 
My key word is the phrase: _______________________.  The basic theme 
of 1 Peter is the proper response to Christian ________.  Knowing that his 
readers will be facing more persecution, Peter writes to give a divine 
perspective so that they will be able to endure ________________. 
 
KEY VERSE(S) AND CHAPTER- 
Because of my key word as well as what truly is a key revelation on how to 
handle the persecution that arises from one’s Christian testimony, my key 
verse is ________________ and my key chapter is ____________. 
 
JESUS REVEALED IN THE BOOK- 

 ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

 Christ’s sacrificial sufferings are followed by glory (1:11; 3:18; 4:13; 
5:1) 

 ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________ 

 ______________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________ 
 We are blessed if we are insulted because of Him (4:14) 

 
THE HOLY SPIRIT REVEALED IN THE BOOK- 

 The Holy Spirit sanctifies us (1:2) 
 ______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________ 
 ______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 
 A foretaste of the coming glory is ours through the Spirit (compare 

4:14 with v. 13 and 5:1), and He especially rests on us when we are 
persecuted. 
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SOME TRUTHS & APPLICATIONS 
1 Peter 1:13- Gird up your minds is an allusion to the manner in which the 
people in that day were accustomed to dress. They wore loose, flowing 
robes, so that, when they wished to run, fight, or do any business they had 
to bind their garments close around them. The meaning here is, that we 
need to have our minds in _________________ to discharge our Christian 
______, or to _________________- like those who are prepared.  But we 
are to be sober- i.e., to always have a _____________ of the facts, without 
undue ________________.  Don’t become weary or faint in your trials, but 
cherish your hope in Christ to the end; continue to ______ all that God has 
promised. 
 
1 Peter 2:9, 12; 3:11, 15-16- Never forget who you have been made to be!  
Never forget that your purpose in life is to ________________.  With this in 
mind, your behavior must be _________, so concentrate on doing ______ 
____ and on surrendering _______________ that don’t bring glory to God.  
_____________________ as you share your faith.  Be ready __________ 
to share a succinct gospel message when people note something different 
about you.  But when you do, do it gently, meaning with ______________ 
____________________________. 
 
1 Peter 3:1–6 & 3:7- Wife, place yourself in __________ to your husband. 
Live in a way that honors your husband and God. Believe that this godly 
conduct will win over your husband to Christ and His ways.  Husband, be 
___________ with your wife. Honor her as your very best friend. ________ 
___ and ____________ with her. Cherish her and make her feel extremely 
important. Recognize that not doing so will hinder _______________ and 
___________________. 
 
1 Peter 4:7- Have fun in life, but be serious, thoughtful, and considerate of 
the days you are living in.  Do this so as to lead you to embrace all proper 
opportunities for prayer.  Go is literally saying to us, “the near approach of 
the end of all things should make you ____________________." 
 
1 Peter 5:6-10- This verse teaches an amazing truth:  _______________ 
_____________________________!  Here is great advice: in two great 
translations of 5:7 for you to “take home”: "_________________________ 
___" or "instead of your thinking anxiously about everything, ___________ 
________." to think you can handle life apart from trusting God in prayer is 
the height of pride.  God WILL keep His promises concerning you!   
	  


